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1. Accessibility Features - Windows contains accessibility features that may be launched           
with a key combination before a user has logged in (for example, when the user is on the                  
Windows logon screen). An adversary can modify the way these programs are launched             
to get a command prompt or backdoor without logging in to the system.  

2. Access Token Manipulation - Windows uses access tokens to determine the           
ownership of a running process. A user can manipulate access tokens to make a running               
process appear as though it belongs to someone other than the user that started the               
process. When this occurs, the process also takes on the security context associated             
with the new token. 

3. Account Access Removal - Adversaries may interrupt availability of system and           
network resources by inhibiting access to accounts utilized by legitimate users. Accounts            
may be deleted, locked, or manipulated (ex: changed credentials) to remove access to             
accounts.  

4. Account Discovery - Adversaries may attempt to get a listing of local system or domain               
accounts.  

5. Application Deployment Software - Adversaries may deploy malicious software to          
systems within a network using application deployment systems employed by enterprise           
administrators. The permissions required for this action vary by system configuration;           
local credentials may be sufficient with direct access to the deployment server, or             
specific domain credentials may be required. However, the system may require an            
administrative account to log in or to perform software deployment. 

6. Audio Capture - An adversary can leverage a computer's peripheral devices (e.g.,            
microphones and webcams) or applications (e.g., voice and video call services) to            
capture audio recordings for the purpose of listening into sensitive conversations to            
gather information.  
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7. Automated Exfiltration - Data, such as sensitive documents, may be exfiltrated through            
the use of automated processing or Scripting after being gathered during Collection.  

8. Bash History - Bash keeps track of the commands users type on the command-line with               
the "history" utility. Once a user logs out, the history is flushed to the user’s               
.bash_history file. For each user, this file resides at the same location:            
~/.bash_history. Typically, this file keeps track of the user’s last 500 commands.            
Users often type usernames and passwords on the command-line as parameters to            
programs, which then get saved to this file when they log out. Attackers can abuse this                
by looking through the file for potential credentials.  

9. Bootkit - A bootkit is a malware variant that modifies the boot sectors of a hard drive,                 
including the Master Boot Record (MBR) and Volume Boot Record (VBR).  

10. Browser Bookmark Discovery - Adversaries may enumerate browser bookmarks to          
learn more about compromised hosts. Browser bookmarks may reveal personal          
information about users (ex: banking sites, interests, social media, etc.) as well as details              
about internal network resources such as servers, tools/dashboards, or other related           
infrastructure.  

11. Browser Extension - Browser extensions or plugins are small programs that can add             
functionality and customize aspects of internet browsers. They can be installed directly            
or through a browser's app store. Extensions generally have access and permissions to             
everything that the browser can access.  

12. Brute Force - Adversaries may use brute force techniques to attempt access to             
accounts when passwords are unknown or when password hashes are obtained.  

13. Clear Command History - macOS and Linux both keep track of the commands users              
type in their terminal so that users can easily remember what they've done. These logs               
can be accessed in a few different ways. While logged in, this command history is               
tracked in a file pointed to by the environment variable HISTFILE. When a user logs off a                 
system, this information is flushed to a file in the user's home directory called              
~/.bash_history. The benefit of this is that it allows users to go back to commands               
they've used before in different sessions.  

14. Clipboard Data - Adversaries may collect data stored in the Windows clipboard from             
users copying information within or between applications.  

15. Collection - Collection consists of techniques adversaries may use to gather information            
and the sources information is collected from that are relevant to following through on              
the adversary's objectives. Frequently, the next goal after collecting data is to steal             
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(exfiltrate) the data. Common target sources include various drive types, browsers,           
audio, video, and email. Common collection methods include capturing screenshots and           
keyboard input.  

16. Command and Control - Command and Control consists of techniques that adversaries            
may use to communicate with systems under their control within a victim network.             
Adversaries commonly attempt to mimic normal, expected traffic to avoid detection.           
There are many ways an adversary can establish command and control with various             
levels of stealth depending on the victim’s network structure and defenses.  

17. Command Line Interface - Command-line interfaces provide a way of interacting with            
computer systems and is a common feature across many types of operating system             
platforms. 

18. Commonly Used Port - Adversaries may communicate over a commonly used port to             
bypass firewalls or network detection systems and to blend with normal network activity             
to avoid more detailed inspection.  

19. Compile After Delivery - Adversaries may attempt to make payloads difficult to discover             
and analyze by delivering files to victims as uncompiled code. Similar to Obfuscated             
Files or Information, text-based source code files may subvert analysis and scrutiny from             
protections targeting executables/binaries. These payloads will need to be compiled          
before execution; typically via native utilities such as csc.exe or GCC/MinGW.  

20. Component Firmware - Some adversaries may employ sophisticated means to          
compromise computer components and install malicious firmware that will execute          
adversary code outside of the operating system and main system firmware or BIOS. This              
technique may be similar to System Firmware but conducted upon other system            
components that may not have the same capability or level of integrity checking.  

21. Control Panel Items - Windows Control Panel items are utilities that allow users to view               
and adjust computer settings. Control Panel items are registered executable (.exe) or            
Control Panel (.cpl) files, the latter are actually renamed dynamic-link library (.dll) files             
that export a CPlApplet function. Control Panel items can be executed directly from the              
command line, programmatically via an application programming interface (API) call, or           
by simply double-clicking the file.  

22. Create Account - Adversaries with a sufficient level of access may create a local              
system, domain, or cloud tenant account. Such accounts may be used for persistence             
that do not require persistent remote access tools to be deployed on the system.  
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23. Credential Access - Credential Access consists of techniques for stealing credentials           
like account names and passwords. Techniques used to get credentials include           
keylogging or credential dumping. Using legitimate credentials can give adversaries          
access to systems, make them harder to detect, and provide the opportunity to create              
more accounts to help achieve their goals.  

24. Credential Dumping - Credential dumping is the process of obtaining account login and             
password information, normally in the form of a hash or a clear text password, from the                
operating system and software. Credentials can then be used to perform Lateral            
Movement and access restricted information.  

25. Custom Command and Control Protocol - Adversaries may communicate using a           
custom command and control protocol instead of encapsulating commands/data in an           
existing Standard Application Layer Protocol. Implementations include mimicking        
well-known protocols or developing custom protocols (including raw sockets) on top of            
fundamental protocols provided by TCP/IP/another standard network stack.  

26. Data Compressed - An adversary may compress data (e.g., sensitive documents) that            
is collected prior to exfiltration in order to make it portable and minimize the amount of                
data sent over the network. The compression is done separately from the exfiltration             
channel and is performed using a custom program or algorithm, or a more common              
compression library or utility such as 7zip, RAR, ZIP, or zlib.  

27. Data from Local System - Sensitive data can be collected from local system sources,              
such as the file system or databases of information residing on the system prior to               
Exfiltration.  

28. Data transfer size/limits - An adversary may exfiltrate data in fixed size chunks instead              
of whole files or limit packet sizes below certain thresholds. This approach may be used               
to avoid triggering network data transfer threshold alerts.  

29. Defacement - Adversaries may modify visual content available internally or externally to            
an enterprise network. Reasons for Defacement include delivering messaging,         
intimidation, or claiming (possibly false) credit for an intrusion.  

30. Defense Evasion - Defense Evasion consists of techniques that adversaries use to            
avoid detection throughout their compromise. Techniques used for defense evasion          
include uninstalling/disabling security software or obfuscating/encrypting data and        
scripts.  

31. Disabling Security Tools - Adversaries may disable security tools to avoid possible            
detection of their tools and activities. This can take the form of killing security software or                
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event logging processes, deleting Registry keys so that tools do not start at run time, or                
other methods to interfere with security scanning or event reporting.  

32. Discovery - Discovery consists of techniques an adversary may use to gain knowledge             
about the system and internal network. These techniques help adversaries observe the            
environment and orient themselves before deciding how to act.  

33. Execution - Execution consists of techniques that result in adversary-controlled code           
running on a local or remote system. Techniques that run malicious code are often              
paired with techniques from all other tactics to achieve broader goals, like exploring a              
network or stealing data. For example, an adversary might use a remote access tool to               
run a PowerShell script that does Remote System Discovery.  

34. Execution through API - Adversary tools may directly use the Windows application            
programming interface (API) to execute binaries. Functions such as the Windows API            
CreateProcess will allow programs and scripts to start other processes with proper path             
and argument parameters.  

35. Exfiltration - Exfiltration consists of techniques that adversaries may use to steal data             
from your network. Once they’ve collected data, adversaries often package it to avoid             
detection while removing it. This can include compression and encryption. Techniques           
for getting data out of a target network typically include transferring it over their              
command and control channel or an alternate channel and may also include putting size              
limits on the transmission  

36. Exploitation for Privilege Escalation - Exploitation of a software vulnerability occurs           
when an adversary takes advantage of a programming error in a program, service, or              
within the operating system software or kernel itself to execute adversary-controlled           
code. Security constructs such as permission levels will often hinder access to            
information and use of certain techniques, so adversaries will likely need to perform             
Privilege Escalation to include use of software exploitation to circumvent those           
restrictions.  

37. Exploitation of Remote Services - Exploitation of a software vulnerability occurs when            
an adversary takes advantage of a programming error in a program, service, or within              
the operating system software or kernel itself to execute adversary-controlled code. A            
common goal for post-compromise exploitation of remote services is for lateral           
movement to enable access to a remote system.  

38. External Remote Services - Remote services such as VPNs, Citrix, and other access             
mechanisms allow users to connect to internal enterprise network resources from           
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external locations. There are often remote service gateways that manage connections           
and credential authentication for these services. Services such as Windows Remote           
Management can also be used externally.  

39. File System Permissions Weakness - Processes may automatically execute specific          
binaries as part of their functionality or to perform other actions. If the permissions on the                
file system directory containing a target binary, or permissions on the binary itself, are              
improperly set, then the target binary may be overwritten with another binary using             
user-level permissions and executed by the original process. If the original process and             
thread are running under a higher permissions level, then the replaced binary will also              
execute under higher-level permissions, which could include SYSTEM.  

40. Hidden Files And Directories - To prevent normal users from accidentally changing            
special files on a system, most operating systems have the concept of a ‘hidden’ file.               
These files don’t show up when a user browses the file system with a GUI or when using                  
normal commands on the command line. Users must explicitly ask to show the hidden              
files either via a series of Graphical User Interface (GUI) prompts or with command line               
switches (dir /a for Windows and ls –a for Linux and macOS).  

41. Hidden Users - Every user account in macOS has a userID associated with it. When               
creating a user, you can specify the userID for that account. There is a property value in                 
/Library/Preferences/com.apple.loginwindow called Hide500Users that    
prevents users with userIDs 500 and lower from appearing at the login screen.  

42. Hooking - Windows processes often leverage application programming interface (API)          
functions to perform tasks that require reusable system resources. Windows API           
functions are typically stored in dynamic-link libraries (DLLs) as exported functions.  

43. Impact - Impact consists of techniques that adversaries use to disrupt availability or             
compromise integrity by manipulating business and operational processes. Techniques         
used for impact can include destroying or tampering with data. In some cases, business              
processes can look fine, but may have been altered to benefit the adversaries’ goals.              
These techniques might be used by adversaries to follow through on their end goal or to                
provide cover for a confidentiality breach.  

44. Initial Access - Initial Access consists of techniques that use various entry vectors to              
gain their initial foothold within a network. Techniques used to gain a foothold include              
targeted spear phishing and exploiting weaknesses on public-facing web servers.          
Footholds gained through initial access may allow for continued access, like valid            
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accounts and use of external remote services, or may be limited-use due to changing              
passwords.  

45. Lateral Movement - Lateral Movement consists of techniques that adversaries use to            
enter and control remote systems on a network. Following through on their primary             
objective often requires exploring the network to find their target and subsequently            
gaining access to it. Reaching their objective often involves pivoting through multiple            
systems and accounts to gain.  

46. MITRE ATT&CK - MITRE ATT&CK™ is a globally-accessible knowledge base of           
adversary tactics and techniques based on real-world observations. The ATT&CK          
knowledge base is used as a foundation for the development of specific threat models              
and methodologies in the private sector, in government, and in the cybersecurity product             
and service community.  

47. New Service - When operating systems boot up, they can start programs or applications              
called services that perform background system functions. A service's configuration          
information, including the file path to the service's executable, is stored in the Windows              
Registry.  

48. Persistence - Persistence consists of techniques that adversaries use to keep access to             
systems across restarts, changed credentials, and other interruptions that could cut off            
their access. Techniques used for persistence include any access, action, or           
configuration changes that let them maintain their foothold on systems, such as            
replacing or hijacking legitimate code or adding startup code.  

49. PowerShell - PowerShell is a powerful interactive command-line interface and scripting           
environment included in the Windows operating system. Adversaries can use          
PowerShell to perform a number of actions, including discovery of information and            
execution of code. Examples include the Start-Process cmdlet which can be used to run              
an executable and the Invoke-Command cmdlet which runs a command locally or on a              
remote computer.  

50. Privilege Escalation - Privilege Escalation consists of techniques that adversaries use           
to gain higher-level permissions on a system or network. Adversaries can often enter             
and explore a network with unprivileged access but require elevated permissions to            
follow through on their objectives. Common approaches are to take advantage of system             
weaknesses, misconfigurations, and vulnerabilities.  

51. Scheduled Task - Utilities such as at and schtasks, along with the Windows Task              
Scheduler, can be used to schedule programs or scripts to be executed at a date and                
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time. A task can also be scheduled on a remote system, provided the proper              
authentication is met to use RPC and file and printer sharing is turned on. Scheduling a                
task on a remote system typically required being a member of the Administrators group              
on the remote system.  

52. Scripting - Adversaries may use scripts to aid in operations and perform multiple actions              
that would otherwise be manual. Scripting is useful for speeding up operational tasks             
and reducing the time required to gain access to critical resources. Some scripting             
languages may be used to bypass process monitoring mechanisms by directly           
interacting with the operating system at an API level instead of calling other programs.              
Common scripting languages for Windows include VBScript and PowerShell but could           
also be in the form of command-line batch scripts.  

53. Software Packing - Software packing is a method of compressing or encrypting an             
executable. Packing an executable changes the file signature in an attempt to avoid             
signature-based detection. Most decompression techniques decompress the executable        
code in memory.  

54. Spearphishing - Spear-phishing is a targeted attempt to steal sensitive information such            
as account credentials or financial information from a specific victim, often for malicious             
reasons. This is achieved by acquiring personal details on the victim such as their              
friends, hometown, employer, locations they frequent, and what they have recently           
bought online.  

55. Spearphishing Link - Spearphishing with a link is a specific variant of spearphishing. It              
is different from other forms of spearphishing in that it employs the use of links to                
download malware contained in email, instead of attaching malicious files to the email             
itself, to avoid defenses that may inspect email attachments.  

56. SSH Highjacking - Secure Shell (SSH) is a standard means of remote access on Linux               
and macOS systems. It allows a user to connect to another system via an encrypted               
tunnel, commonly authenticating through a password, certificate or the use of an            
asymmetric encryption key pair.  

57. Steal Web Session Cookie - An adversary may steal web application or service session              
cookies and use them to gain access web applications or Internet services as an              
authenticated user without needing credentials. Web applications and services often use           
session cookies as an authentication token after a user has authenticated to a website.  

58. Sudo - The sudoers file, /etc/sudoers, describes which users can run which            
commands and from which terminals. This also describes which commands users can            
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run as other users or groups. This provides the idea of least privilege such that users are                 
running in their lowest possible permissions for most of the time and only elevate to               
other users or permissions as needed, typically by prompting for a password.  

59. Supply Chain Compromise - Supply chain compromise is the manipulation of products            
or product delivery mechanisms prior to receipt by a final consumer for the purpose of               
data or system compromise.  

60. System Owner/ User Discovery - Adversaries may attempt to identify the primary user,             
currently logged in user, set of users that commonly uses a system, or whether a user is                 
actively using the system. They may do this, for example, by retrieving account             
usernames or by using Credential Dumping. The information may be collected in a             
number of different ways using other Discovery techniques, because user and username            
details are prevalent throughout a system and include running process ownership,           
file/directory ownership, session information, and system logs. Adversaries may use the           
information from System Owner/User Discovery during automated discovery to shape          
follow-on behaviors, including whether or not the adversary fully infects the target and/or             
attempts specific actions.  

61. Trusted Relationship - Adversaries may breach or otherwise leverage organizations          
who have access to intended victims. Access through trusted third party relationship            
exploits an existing connection that may not be protected or receives less scrutiny than              
standard mechanisms of gaining access to a network.  

62. Uncommonly used Ports - Adversaries may conduct C2 communications over a           
non-standard port to bypass proxies and firewalls that have been improperly configured. 

63. User Execution - An adversary may rely upon specific actions by a user in order to gain                 
execution. This may be direct code execution, such as when a user opens a malicious               
executable delivered via Spearphishing Attachment with the icon and apparent          
extension of a document file.  

64. Valid Accounts - Adversaries may steal the credentials of a specific user or service              
account using Credential Access techniques or capture credentials earlier in their           
reconnaissance process through social engineering for means of gaining Initial Access.  

65. Web Shell - A Web shell is a Web script that is placed on an openly accessible Web                  
server to allow an adversary to use the Web server as a gateway into a network. A Web                  
shell may provide a set of functions to execute or a command-line interface on the               
system that hosts the Web server. In addition to a server-side script, a Web shell may                
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have a client interface program that is used to talk to the Web server (see, for example,                 
China Chopper Web shell client).  
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